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⚠ InDesign and Acrobat Pro DC are required to run this extension.

TemplateBuddy is an extension that enables users to export editable PDFs 

directly from InDesign.

Features
TemplateBuddy re-creates text frames as form fields in Acrobat, preserving the 

following text attributes:

Position.

Content.

Font.

Size.

Text color.

Frame fill color.

Frame border. Acrobat supports solid and dashed form field borders. Other 

border styles will default to solid.

Frame rotation. Acrobat supports form field rotation values of 0, 90, 180, and 

270 degrees.

Name. TemplateBuddy will automatically populate the form field name with 

your layer name.

Limitations
The positioning of text within frames themselves differ in InDesign and Acrobat. 

In some cases, slight repositioning may be necessary to achieve a closer match.

Also note that Acrobat does not support the following in regards to form fields:
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Multiple character and paragraph styles within the same form fields. If text 

frames contain more than one style, the first character's style will be applied 

by default.

Non-embeddable fonts. Some fonts have vendor embedding restrictions and 

cannot be used in Acrobat form fields.

Tracking, kerning, leading, and custom paragraph spacing. These text 

attributes will be ignored in Acrobat form fields.

Text effects including text stroke and drop shadows. These text attributes 

will be ignored in Acrobat form fields.

Text frame rotation values other than 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. Other 

rotation values will result in an error message.

TemplateBuddy also does not currently support the following PDF export 

preferences:

Separate PDF file export

Password-protected PDFs

How to Use
1. Open TemplateBuddy in InDesign by choosing Window > Extensions > 

TemplateBuddy.

2. In the TemplateBuddy panel, select the text frames in your document that you 

would like to make editable. Command-click to select multiple text frames.

3. Under PDF type, select whether you'd like to export a print or interactive PDF.

4. Click Export Editable PDF.

5. Select your export destination and preferences. �For unsupported export 

options, see Limitations.) TemplateBuddy will launch Acrobat and create your 

form fields. This may take several seconds.

6. If you wish to further edit your form fields, click on the Tools tab in Acrobat 

and select Prepare Form. For more information, see the documentation on 

forms in the Acrobat User Guide.

https://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/user-guide.html?topic=/acrobat/morehelp/forms.ug.js
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Troubleshooting

TemplateBuddy won't overwrite my PDF file.

PDFs cannot be overwritten while open in Acrobat. TemplateBuddy will attempt 

to close your previous version, but in some cases this might not be possible. 

Make sure the file is closed and try again.

TemplateBuddy is creating duplicate form fields in Acrobat.

This is an overwriting issue. Please see TemplateBuddy won't overwrite my PDF 

File.

One or more of my text frames aren't appearing in the 
TemplateBuddy panel.

Restart TemplateBuddy and try again.

Support
If you're still having issues, please don't hesitate to email me at 

hello@shelbycotton.com.


